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Small L/V (< 5,000 lbs to LEO):   Cost:
Medium L/V (5-20K lbs to LEO):  Risk:




































LEO Polar MEO GEO





















2020 TV, NR, OA SF, TV SF, TV   TV (GTO)
2021 TV, NR, OA SF, TV SF, TV   TV (GTO)

























CubeSats 5‐10kg 3U‐6U Standard









Aquila (A‐Deck) ~1,000kg 56‐diax60h 24/38" cir.
Propulsive ESPA S/C  ~1,500kg 4m‐diax24h PAF  













Sentinel‐6 (JPL) 11/2020 Polar, Cir. ESPA Ring 6 2,057
Restore‐L 11/2020 Polar ESPA Ring 6 2,057
Landsat‐9 12/2020 Polar, Cir. ESPA Ring 6 2,057
SWOT (JPL) 4/2021 Polar, Cir. ESPA Ring 6 2,057
LUCY (GSFC) 2021 Earth Esc. ESPA Ring * 6 2,057
JPSS‐2 7/2021 Polar, Cir. ESPA Ring 6 2,057





IMAP 12/2024 L‐1 ESPA Grande 5 2,461
New Front‐4 2024 TBD ESPA Ring * 6 2,057
GDC 2025 TBD ESPA Ring * 6
EVM‐3 2026 Polar, Cir? ESPA Ring * 6 2,057
JPSS‐3 2026 Polar, Cir. ESPA Ring * 6 2,057
Landsat‐9 2026 Polar, Cir. ESPA Ring * 6 2,057
Sentinel‐6b 2026 Polar, Cir. ESPA Ring * 6 2,057























MDL Rideshare Example PACE Rideshare Example
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RFI #4: Next Generation Earth Relay Concept
Payload Characteristics Mission Facts
1. Dedicated optical relay GEO satellite
2. Four optical relay terminals
3. Up to three simultaneous optical relay services (10 Gbps LEO-GEO)
a) 100 Gbps Optical Space-Ground Link (GEO-GEO and GEO-to-Earth) 
b) One optical terminal can provide 100 Gbps Optical Crosslink instead of user 
service or SGL
4. Ka-Band Space-Ground Link to be provided by Spacecraft bus provider (1.2 
Gbps minimum, uncoded)
5. Compatible with LCRD users and ground stations and CCSDS Optical 
Communications Standards  
6. Desirement for eight year operational service
7. Earliest mission for the first relay node is 2024
8. Long term expectation is a buy for 3 to 6 buses
9. Primary mission is to support LEO, GEO and MEO users, but Lunar, L1/L2, 
and other missions will be supported
Basic Payload





Capturing the cost, risk, and benefits of hosted payload implementation options 
NASA HP Opportunities: Cost:
Risk:
Benefits:
USAF/DoD HP Opportunities: Cost:
Risk:
Benefits:
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STP-1 Atlas 5 ESPA  March 2007 6 4 2
LCROSS Atlas 5 Propulsive ESPA  June 2009 1 1 0
OG2- 1 Falcon 9 ESPA Grande (2ea)   July 2014 8 6 2
AFSPC-4 Delta IV ESPA/ANGELS  July 2014 6 1 5
OG2-2 Falcon 9 ESPA Grande (3ea)  December 2015 12 11 1
AFSPC-6 Delta IV ESPA  July 2016 6 0 6
Total: 39 23 16
STP‐1 LCROSS OG2‐2
• Mission Description:
• Capsulation Satellite or CapSat is a low cost, 3 axis
stabilized, modularized and standardized spacecraft,
based on using pressurized volumes which allow
ruggedized COTS hardware to be flown reliably in
space in a manner similar to the NASA Hitchhiker-Get
Away Special or GAS Can Program.
• The Capsulation Satellite Science Instrument Tube or
CapSIT is a standardized interface allowing independent
development of multiple instruments/technology
demonstrations that can be integrated quickly into the
bus.
• CapSIT is fully qualified for flight independent of the
CapSat spacecraft and maybe fully pressurized or not
as desired.
CapSat-Capsulation Satellite










Capsat isometric stowed views 
Component Panel A View Component Panel B View
245/21/2018
• CapSIT Tubes are roughly 1 ft x 2.5 ft
• They provide an instrument volume equal to ~53U per tube or 106U for a pair 
• They are designed with a standard interface for rapid interchangeability 
• The Tubes are designed to contain 17.5 kg and provide 20+ Watts of power
• They are intended to use this entire mass, adding weight if needed in order to 
maintain direct interchangeability without affecting coupled loads 
• Tubes will be delivered to an instrument developer in a kit form
• The Kit will include software to allow testing through commercial standard data 
interfaces
• The mechanical ICD will specify the CG location & frequency response
• The electrical ICD will include EMI/EMC and inrush current requirements
• There is a design for an all-in-one tester that could be delivered to the 
instrument building institution for a complete mechanical, thermal, EMI/EMC/ 
and data flow verification. 
• Qualified tubes can be delivered or swapped out very late in the I&T flow
 Possibly up to the last minutes if there is an appropriately placed fairing door
 This is intended for certain biological experiments but allows for maximum flexibility and 
quick response to space that other payloads could take advantage of
• Tubes can be flown pressurized or unpressurized. 
• A single instrument can span two tubes buy placing electronics in one tube 
and detectors/optics/etc. in the other, both of which can be pressurized or not 
independently. 
• Standard tubes can also be flow on other host spacecraft.  Simplifying 




























































CapSat takes advantage of unused launch vehicle mass
to orbit capabilities via the USAF Ride Share program;
being specifically designed to mate to an ESPA Ring.
Almost all future NASA missions will be providing
rideshare opportunities. This capacity typically goes
unused largely do to cost. Typical CubeSat’s are still
nearly $1M/kg. A single CapSat can provide 180kg of
on-orbit mass at a cost >20 times cheaper.
CapSat achieves this by leveraging proven SmallSat and






































Capsulation Satellite or CapSat is a low cost, 3
axis stabilized, modular, standardized spacecraft,
based on a pressurized volume allowing
ruggedized COTS hardware to be flown reliably in














Rideshare vendors: 0 
GEO HP vendors: ~4+
2018:
L/V vendors: 12+
Rideshare vendors: ~7+ 


























Command, Telemetry, & Data Handling
–275/21/2018
Airbus DS provided the on-board delays:
– Digital processing within the FPGA: ~2.5µs
– RS422/RF path: ~0.2µs
– Overall on-board delay: ~2.7µs
– One-way light time to Woodbine ~280 ms

















Sentinel‐6 (JPL) 11/2020 Polar, Cir. 1336km 1336km 66 deg ESPA Option
Restore‐L 11/2020 Polar 670km 670km 98.2° ESPA Option 
Landsat‐9 12/2020 Polar 700km 700km 98.2° ESPA Option 
SWOT (JPL) 4/2021 Polar, Cir. 857km 857km 77.6 deg ESPA Grande
JPSS‐2 7/2021 Polar, Cir. 810km 810km 98.5 deg ESPA Ring
PACE 2022/23 Polar, SSO 675km 675km 98 deg TBD
IMAP 12/2024 TBD TBD TBD TBD ESPA Ring











2500 kg of unused mass went to L-1
TESS: April 2018
























Copyright 2017 Moog Incorporated
Moog & ESPA Heritage
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Mission L/V Carrier Launch Date No. of S/C
STP-1 Atlas V ESPA March 2007 6
LCROSS Atlas V Propulsive ESPA June 2009 N/A*
OG2 Mission 1 Falcon 9 ESPA Grande (2) July 2014 6
AFSPC-4 Delta IV ESPA July 2014 1
OG2 Mission 2 Falcon 9 ESPA Grande (3) December 2015 11 
AFSPC-6 Delta IV ESPA August 2016 0**
SHERPA - Spaceflight Falcon 9 ESPA Grande
Planned for 2017 but 
canceled > 80
SSO-A - Spaceflight Falcon 9 ESPA 2018 6 ports
STP-2 (DSX Mission) - AFRL FalconHeavy ESPA 2018 N/A*
EAGLE – AFRL Atlas V Propulsive ESPA NET 2017 2 S/C + 4 Payloads
LDPE (STP-3) - SMC/AD Atlas V Propulsive ESPA 2019 TBD
Developed Mission Concepts (Publically Available Information)
OMS/Millennium Space -- Propulsive ESPA
Developed Concept 





Has not flown yet Up to 6
OMEGA / Moog-Surrey --
Propulsive ESPA 
Grande JPL TeamX in 2012 6
ELLIE/Moog (OMV to L1) --
Propulsive ESPA 
Grande Proposal Submitted 4 ports 
Moog COMET --
Propulsive ESPA 
Grande CDR Level Up to 6 ports
*LCROSS and DSX used the ESPA as the spacecraft bus structure and did not deploy payloads



































– Ventions Nanolauncher [Ventions]
425/21/2018
